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Abstract

Lewis et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020) attempt to leverage sequence-to-sequence PT for neural machine
Pre-Training (PT) of text representations has
translation (NMT; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Gehring
been successfully applied to low-resource Neuet al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017) by leveraging
ral Machine Translation (NMT). However, it
a large amount of unlabeled (i.e. monolingual)
usually fails to achieve notable gains (somesentences.
times, even worse) on resource-rich NMT on
par with their Random-Initialization (RI) counWhile recent studies have empirically shown
terpart. We take the first step to investigate
their benefit for the low-resource translation task
the complementarity between PT and RI in
where the labeled (i.e. parallel) sentences are limresource-rich scenarios via two probing analited (Lewis et al., 2020; Song et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
yses, and find that: 1 PT improves NOT
2020), we are generally confronted with resourcethe accuracy, but the generalization by achievrich scenarios, e.g. millions of parallel sentence
ing flatter loss landscapes than that of RI; 2
pairs, in WMT evaluations (Akhbardeh et al., 2021)
PT improves NOT the confidence of lexical
and industries. For these resource-rich tasks, PT
choice, but the negative diversity1 by assigning smoother lexical probability distributions
becomes less effective (sometimes, even worse)
than that of RI. Based on these insights, we prothan their Random-Initialization (RI) counterparts,
pose to combine their complementarities with
for example, as Zhu et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2020 rea model fusion algorithm that utilizes optimal
ported, the PT underperforms RI if improperly utitransport to align neurons between PT and RI.
lized or significant amount of bi-text data is given.
Experiments on two resource-rich translation
However, there is limited understanding of: 1
benchmarks, WMT’17 English-Chinese (20M)
Why does PT fail compared to RI in terms of transand WMT’19 English-German (36M), show
that PT and RI could be nicely complementary
lation accuracy in high-resource settings?
2
to each other, achieving substantial improveWhat is the difference between the optimized PT
ments considering both translation accuracy,
and RI models? 3 How can we harmonize PT
generalization, and negative diversity. Probwith RI? Can we just leverage their advantages?
ing tools and code are released at: https://
To this end, we introduce two probing analyses
github.com/zanchangtong/PTvsRI.
(i.e. loss landscape and lexical probability distribution) for the fully-optimized PT and RI models
1 Introduction
to investigate 1 and 2 , respectively. We
Pre-training (PT; Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., find that: 1 Supervised training with signifi2019 has achieved tremendous success in natural
cant amount of parallel data, i.e. RI, is enough
language processing fields. Inspired by BERT (De- to optimize the model towards a better optimum
vlin et al., 2019), recent works (Song et al., 2019; point compared with PT, thus leading to better in∗
domain (same domain between test and training
Work was done when Changtong was interning at JD
Explore Academy.
set) performance; 2 PT mainly contributes to the
†
Liang Ding and Weifeng Liu are the corresponding
generalization ability because of its flatter loss landauthors.
scape and smoother lexical probability distribution,
1
Li et al. 2020 mentioned that the maximum likelihood
thus resulting in better out-domain performance
estimation training treats all non-ground truth but semanticrelevant lexical predictions as being equally incorrect, potenand diversified generation. Motivated by this findtially leading to the sharp lexical probability distribution. Here
ing, we propose a simple combination method to
we use this term to refer to the higher probabilities assigned
reach 3 by aligning the neurons and weights
to the negative tokens.
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Figure 1: Loss landscapes with contour lines on WMT19 En-De dataset. “RI” means the transformer training from
scratch, while “PT” denotes the pretrained model mBART with finetuning. Both models have the same architecture.
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PT, we also initialize the model with trimmed
embedding layers. For evaluation, we use SacreBLEU (Post, 2018) to measure the translation quality with default tokenizer.
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Figure 2: Token ratio distribution over difference entropy scales on WMT19 En-De test set. We compute
the shanon entropy of the decoder output for each token.

of PT and RI and then fusing them into a single
model based on optimal transport (Monge, 1781;
Singh and Jaggi, 2020). Experiments conducted on
the WMT17 English-Chinese and WMT19 EnglishGerman benchmarks show that PT can nicely complement RI, leading to better translation accuracy,
generalization, and negative diversity.

2

Experimental Setup

Data We conducted experiments on WMT17
English-Chinese (En-Zh) and WMT19 EnglishGerman (En-De) translation tasks, which are
widely-used resource-rich benchmarks, and include
20M and 36M sentence pairs, respectively.
Setting To make a fair comparison, all the model
backbone architectures are the same as the pretrained mBART.cc252 . We tokenize with 250K
SentencePiece model (Kudo and Richardson, 2018)
of mBART and remove tokens that are not present
2
https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/
tree/master/examples/mbart

Understanding PT and RI

In this section, we aim to better understand the
similarities and differences between PT and RI by
introducing two probing analyses. The analyzed
PT and RI models are trained on WMT19 En-De
benchmark. We first present the loss landscape
visualization of both models in Section 3.1, and
then show their difference in lexical probability
distribution in Section 3.2.
3.1

Impact on Loss Landscape

We follow Hao et al. (2019b) to visualize the twodimensional (2D) loss surface, providing some
insights on why PT fails compared to RI for indomain accuracy while resulting better out-domain
performance. Let θ0 denotes the initialized parameters, i.e., mBART parameters or randomly initialized parameters. θ1 and θ2 are the parameters
of models trained on target dataset and auxiliary
dataset respectively. We plot the loss surface with
function as follows:
f (α, β) = L(θ0 + αδ1 + βδ2 ),

(1)

where L is the loss function, α and β are scalar
values represent current coordinate, δ1 = θ1 − θ0
is the the optimization direction on target dataset,
1 −θ0 ∥
and δ2 = ∥θ
∥θ2 −θ0 ∥ (θ2 − θ0 ) denotes the normalized
optimization direction on auxiliary dataset, ∥·∥ denotes the Euclidean norm. In our setting, we select
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mBART finetuned on WMT17 En-Zh data as the
second axis to plot the loss landscape on WMT19
En-De benchmark.
Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) present the loss landscape with contour line of model training with PT
and RI, where the left-side and right-side axis are
corresponding to α and β in Equation 1 respectively. We also mark the start point and the end
point of training path. The start point denotes the
loss of model without training, while the end point
indicates the converged model loss. Firstly, we can
see that PT obtains flatter loss landscape than RI
with contour line covers a wider area, which denotes that initialized with pre-trained parameters
leads model to be more robust. This supports us
to understand the generalization of PT from the
perspective of the flatter optima. Secondly, the
start point of PT is much smaller than RI (14.13
vs. 62.17), which demonstrates that the knowledge
learned during pre-training stage is also suitable
for the downstream task. We also observe that RI
achieves the lowest loss at the end point (3.18).
This shows that the RI model is well optimized on
the in-domain data, as the large amount sentence
pairs provide enough supervised signal.
3.2

Impact on Lexical Prob. Distribution

Previous work (Jiang et al., 2019) shows that the
lexical probability distribution is correlated with
the diversity of generation, i.e., over-confidence in
certain tokens leads to lower diversity (Miao et al.,
2021). This finding inspires us to measure the density of PT and RI outputs. We use Shannon entropy
of decoder output according to test set to probe
this attribute. The smaller entropy represents less
assigned probability density on incorrect tokens.
As shown in Figure 2, we present how much
percentage of character is involved in different
intervals. We firstly see that most tokens prefer
a relatively smaller entropy, which denotes that
both models are well optimized, and predict tokens
with higher confidence. Besides, PT achieves a
smoother distribution than RI with most outputs
achieving relative higher entropy. This suggests
that PT could generate more diversiform translations, which is consistent with the report from
Wang et al. (2022a).

RI leads to better in-domain performance. To combine the advantage of both models, we fuse both
models via optimal transport based on activations
following Singh and Jaggi (2020).
4.1

Model Fusion

Discrete Optimal
Transport
P
P Given two discrete
measures ni=1 αi δαi and ni=1 βi δβi ,P
where δβi
denotesPthe Dirac measures on βi , and ni=1 αi =
1 and m
i=1 βi = 1. Then, with the cost matrix
n×m
C∈R
, which computed with predefined cost
function, the discrete optimal transport formulates:
OT :=

min ⟨T, C⟩F

T∈Π(α,β)

(2)

where ⟨·, ·⟩F is the Frobenius product, and
Π(α, β) = {T ∈ Rn×m : T1m = α and T⊤ 1n =
β} is the set of all admissible transport matrix between the two measures (1n is a vector of ones of
size n).
Model Fusion For layers ℓri and ℓpt of RI and
PT models respectively, we define the activation
based probability
measures over neurons
as µℓri =


ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
α ri , δ ri and ν pt = β pt , δ pt , where δ ℓri ,
δ ℓpt are activations for given samples. And, we
set uniform distribution for α and β.
In term of the alignment procedure, we first align
ℓ, ℓ−1
the weights of previous layer Wri
by constructing convex combination with the weights of corresponding transport matrix Tℓ−1 , normalized appropriately via the inverse of corresponding column
c ℓ, ℓ−1 ,
marginals α. After getting the aligned W
ri
we compute the optimal transport map Tℓ between
µ(ℓri ) and ν (ℓpt ) , which is formulated as Equation 2.
And now, we align ℓri with respect to ℓpt ,


(ℓ, ℓ−1)
1
⊤
e
c (ℓ, ℓ−1) . (3)
Wri
← diag
T(ℓ) W
ri
(ℓ)
⃗
β
(ℓ, ℓ−1)

e
We will refer W
to the aligned weights of RI
ri
(ℓ, ℓ−1)
model, which we can directly add with Wpt
.
We carry out this procedure over all layers sequentially. Then, we fine-tune the fused model on corresponding dataset to obtain the final model.
4.2

Results

As detailed in Section 2, we conduct the experiments on two widely used benchmarks WMT17
En-Zh and WMT19 En-De. To obtain the fused
4 Harmonizing PT and RI
model, we set weights of 0.9 for PT and 0.1 for
Based on the above experiments, we prove that PT
RI during model fusion and then fine-tune on the
mainly contributes to the generalization ability and
corresponding dataset.
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Model
RI
PT
+Fusion

En-De

En-Zh

40.1
39.3
39.7⇑+0.4

32.9
32.3
32.4⇑+0.1

Table 1: In-Domain translation quality of model trained
on the WMT19 En-De and WMT17 En-Zh benchmarks.
We evaluate models on official test sets. PT denotes the
fine-tuned mBART, while RI indicts model trained from
scratch.

PT

RI

1) OD
34.9 35.0
2) DuA
-12.1 -16.7
3) Multi-Ref 75.4 75.8
4) TTR
19.1 19.1

Fusion

∆

35.2
-12.3
76.0
19.2

+0.2
+4.4
+0.2
+0.1

Table 2: Results of analysis experiments. “OD” (OutDomain) evaluates the performance on the out-domain
test set. “DuA” (Drop under Attack) reports the drop of
BLEU when adding noise into source sentences. “MultiRef” is the BLEU score with multiple references. “TTR”
denotes the Type-Token-Ratio. “∆” indicts difference
between RI and Fusion.

As present in Figure 1(c), we present the loss
landscape of fused model. The start point is the
fused model before fine-tuning. We can see that
our model inherits the smooth loss landscape from
PT and leads to smaller loss value.
The in-domain translation results are shown in
Table 1. We present the results of PT and RI, which
has the same network architecture, for comparison
with our model. As seen, RI performs better than
PT for two benchmarks (39.3 vs. 39.7 for En-De,
32.3 vs. 32.4 for En-De). This empirically verifies
the claim we make in Section 3.1. Besides, our
fused model achieves a better performance than PT
(39.3 vs. 39.7 for En-De, 32.3 vs. 32.4 for En-De),
which denotes that model fusion could promote the
performance of PT. while still under-performs RI
(40.1 vs. 39.7 for En-De, 32.9 vs. 32.4 for En-De).
This may draw from that our approach can be seen
as a trade-off of PT and RI.

versity and type-token-ratio. Note that we can measure more properties, e.g. copy errors (Liu et al.,
2021b) and encoded linguistic knowledge (Hao
et al., 2019a; Ding et al., 2020), but our aim is simply to show that PT and RI can be harmonized. All
results are reported on the WMT19 En-De benchmark. For simplification, we list scores in one
table.
1) Effects of Model Generalization To understand how our model performs on the out-domain
data. We evaluate trained model on two different
domains, including It and Medical, and report OutDomain Score by averaging SacreBLEU scores.
As it presents in the first line of Table 2, the fused
model achieves +0.2 score compared with RI. This
verifies the generalization ability of our model.
2) Performance Drop under Attack To further
demonstrate that our fused model could be more
robust than RI. We attack the model by adding
noises into source sentence during the inference
stage and report the drop in score. Specifically,
we replace 10% words with a special token. The
less drop mean model is more robust. As seen
in the third line of Table 2, both models suffer a
huge drop with the perturbed input. However, our
model still performs better than RI (-29.6 vs. -31.2).
This result shows that our model is less sensitive to
noises, which leads to more robustness.
3) Effects of Translation Diversity Following
Wang et al. (2022a), we evaluate the translation diversity of models with multi-reference SacreBLEU.
We inference on the test set released by Ott et al.
(2018), which consists of ten additional reference
translations for 500 English sentences extracted
from WMT14 En-De test set. As shown in the second line of Table 2, our model achieves a higher
multi-reference SacreBLEU score than RI. This
empirically proves that our fused model could generate a more diverse translation with different word
orders.

4) Effects of TTR We also probe diversity of the
num. of types
lexical with TTR = num.
of tokens following Wei
et al. (2022). The higher score of TTR inflects
4.3 Analysis
that the model tends to generate translation with
We conducted several analyses to understand
different word types. As it present in the last line
whether it inherits the advantages of PT. We evalu- of Table 2, our fusion model achieves +0.16 gains
ate our approach on four tasks, compared with PT
over RI. This shows that our model could not only
model and RI model, including model generaliza- generate translation with more word orders but also
tion, performance drop under attack, translation di- predict words of more types.
5032

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper provides several insights for pre-training
(PT) and random-initialization (RI) on resourcerich machine translation. We carefully investigate
the impact of PT and RI on loss landscape and negative diversity and reveal that RI leads to a lower loss
value of in-domain data, while PT is more beneficial to flatter loss and smoother lexical distribution.
We also propose to combine them with model fusion via optimal transport. Experimental results on
WMT17 En-Zh and WMT19 En-De benchmarks
show that model fusion is a nice trade-off method
to utilize the complementarity of PT and RI.
For future work, we would explore other effective fusion algorithms (Liu et al., 2022; Wang et al.,
2022b) to combine the merits of PT and RI. Also,
it will be interesting to investigate whether harmonizing PT and RI could complement existing data
augmentation methods for NMT, e.g. back translation (Liu et al., 2021a), data rejuvenation (Jiao
et al., 2020), bidirectional distillation (Ding et al.,
2021a) and training (Ding et al., 2021b).
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